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Abstract. Some problem-solving tasks are amenable to integrated case 
retrieval and generative planning techniques. This is certainly true for 
some decision support tasks, in which a user controls the problem-solving 
process but cannot provide a complete domain theory. Unfortunately, 
existing integrations are either non-interactive or require a complete do-
main theory and/or complete world state to produce acceptable plans 
preventing them from being easily used in these situations. We describe 
a novel integrated algorithm, named SiN, that is interactive and does 
not require a complete domain theory or complete world state. SiN users 
leverage a conversational case retriever to focus both partial world state 
acquisition and plan generation. We highlight the benefits of SiN (e.g. 
quadratically fewer cases needed) in an experimental study using a new 
travel planning domain. 
Key words: Conversational case retrieval, planning, integrations 
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Introduction 
Mixed- i i t i a t ive p l a n n n g is a nteractive plan g e r a t i o process i which two 
or more i d e p e n d e n t planners jointly solve a problem. At any time, oe of them 
is controlling the plan g e r a t i o process. Control is passed either whe the 
planner p i control cedes it to a o t h e r planner p', or through p"s interruption 
which typically occurs whe a human planner interrupts a generative planner. 
Many systems support mixed-initiative planning, but they are either auto-
mated, require a complete domain theory, and /or require a complete world state. 
This prevents them from being used for (interactive) decision support tasks i 
which these are unavailable, which characterizes the focal tasks of our curre 
projects (e .g , planning for non-combatant evacuations (NEOs)). We introduce 
a mixed- i i t i a t ive plan g e r a t i o n a l o r i t h m , named SiN, tha t integrates a g 
erative planner (SHOP) (Nau et a l , 1999) with a conversa t ioa l case retriever 
(NaCoDAE/TN), a extensio of NaCoDAE (Aha & Breslow, 9 9 ) , to pro-
duce plans i decisio support contexts. SiN ca be characterized as follows: 
It employs a unified object representation (ie., NaCoDAE/TN's cases a 
SHOP'S methods). 
It uses a mixed-initiative plan generation process n SiN, S O P cedes control 
to NaCoDAE/HTN wheever e of SHOP's methods or operators ca be 
applied, while NaCoDAE/HTN cedes control to SHOP wheever the user 
completes a conversation 
It can generate plans given incomplete doain theories, which prevents the 
applicatio of typical geerative planners. We will show how SiN's problem-
solving experieces (i.e., NaCoDAE/HTN's cases) complement g e r a l i z e d 
domai kowledg (ie., SHOP's methods ad operators). 
It can plan with an incomplete world state. SiN uses N a C o D A E / T N to 
nteractively perform iformation gathering activities for SHOP. 
After explainng how SiN differs from other planners in Section 2, we detail 
its hierarchical task etwork (HTN) representation i Section 3. Section 4 the 
describes the two modules and details their integratio i SiN. We the describe 
xperimental study i Section 5 to h i h l i h t SiN's beefits. 
ontributions in omparison with other planners 
The key distinguishing feature of SiN ( S O P nterleaved with NCoDAE/HTN 
is its interleaved control structure for plan g e r a t i o , which is highlighted i 
Table 1 versus example planning systems in seve cateories. SHOP, a g e r a t i v e 
planner, requires a complete domai theory. CHEF ( a m m o d , 1989) ad DIAL 
(Leake et. al 1997) are case-based, but does ot exploit a generative componnt, 
nd thus requires a large case base to perform well across a wide variety of 
problems. P r o d i g / A a l o g y (Veloso & Carbonell, 1993) integrates generative 
d case-based plannng, but requires a complete domain theory. Similarly, Paris 
(Bergmann & Wilke, 995) interates these two approaches, but is also ot 
nteractive. 
SIPE II (Wilkins, 1998) is a mixed-initiative g e r a t i v e planner, but, while it 
ca acquire world state informatio, it requires a complete domai theory. NaCo-
DAE/HTN (Munoz-Avila et a l , 999) is a mixed-iitiative case-based planner, 
but, like C E F , it does not support g e r a t i v e planning. Mitchell' (1997) ar-
chitecture, which uses cases to select which task to perform a given tactical 
s i tuat io , is a more advaced example i this category. Similarly, the CHARADE 
ad CARICA systems (Avesani et al 1998) interactively acquire state iforma-
tion (i.e., for situation assessment), which is used to retrieve ad adapt planning 
cases that are then give to a resource allocatio scheduler. However, they do 
ot support g e r a t i v e planning 
MI-CBP (Veloso et a l , 1997), which ex teds Prodigy/Aalogy, uses a control 
structure where interaction is limited to providing the system with user feedback 
completed p l a s . This requires MI-CBP to i p u t , or lear thru feedback, a 
Table 1 C o n t a s i n g SiN's c h a r a c i i s with other planning sysems 
e m 
SHOP 
CHEF 
Prodigy/Analogy 
SIPE I 
NaCoDAE/HTN 
MICBP 
SiN 
Generativ ase-bas Mixd-In i t ia t iv I n r l a v 
sufficiently complete domai theory to solve problems. contrast, SiN gathers 
formatio it requires from the user through N a C o D A E / T N conversatios, 
but does ot learn from user feedback. CAPla /CbC (Munoz-Avila et a l , 1997) 
is a o t h e r integrated, interactive planner, but its interactio does ot include 
acquiring world state information. 
Finally, SiN's interleaved control strategy allows both the case-based a 
g e r a t i v e planning modules to contribute task decompositions during planning 
Because the SiN user supplies world state information crementally thru its 
interactio with NaCoDAE/HTN, as eeded, ot all of the world state is eeded 
a priori to generate plans. 
Perhaps the most closely related architecture to SiN is the oe described by 
Carrick et al. (1999), which uses pre-stored hierarchical plans to perform infor-
mation gathering activities for a conversational case retriever to solve interactive 
diagnosis tasks. SiN instead uses a conversatioal case retriever to gather infor-
mation, and provide task decompositios, for a enerative planner. Integrating 
SiN with their approach would yield a powerful interactive planner, especially if 
we do not require the i format iogather ing p l a s to be pre-costructed. This 
is a nteresting avenue for future work. 
SiN is a subset of an exteded HICAP (Muhoz-Avila et al., 1999). We sum-
marize their relationship i Section 6. Figure 1 shows a sapshot of HICAP. It 
displays a pla for trip from Greenbelt to downtow New York City (NYC). The 
left side shows a hierarchy of tasks nd the right side a hierarchy of resources For 
the rest of this paper we will cocentrate o the eratio of task hierarchies. 
ierarchical task e t w r k lan 
This paper c o c e r s a mixed-iitiative elicitation process for generating task hi-
erarchies. A task hierarchy, is a triple (T, <, A), where T is a set of tasks. The 
relatio < is a ordering relation between elements i T. We write tl < t2 if tl 
should be executed after tl. I Figure 1, the < relat ios are represented by the 
arrows. For example, the arrow from the task Travel-segent from Greenbelt to 
Greenbelt-Metro to the task Travel-segent from, Greenbelt-Metro to Union Sta-
tion idicates that Travel-segment from Greenbelt to Greenbelt-Metro < Travel-
segent from Greenbelt-Metro to Union Station holds. The otatio A deotes 
HICAP : HTE 
files Lessons/state Task Hierarchy 
ftctive Morle Ret«ir«s 
l m ™ i i j , t < * ™ ™ l
 mm\ 
f T: Trawl From GraeiibeJt l« DowntownNVC 
r» 
^ 
4 
» Travel intra-cityfrom Greenbelt 
f i Travel intra-cityfrom Greenbelt to Union Station 
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t Greenbelt 20770 Greenbelt taxi 1000 
'9 - Travel-segment from Greenbelt Metro to Union Station 
Greenbelt WAS metro 
o Travel inter-city from Washington DC to NYC 
? Travel-segment from Union Station to Penn Station 
?WAS NYP train 1600 
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t l j . Resources 
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ig. napshot of HICAP. 
a hierarchical re la t io , where £1 A dicates that £ is a subtask of £1. ierar-
chical task relat ios are represented by i d e n t a t i o s i Figure 1. For example, 
the task Travel inter-city fro Washington DC to NYC is a subtask of Travel 
from Greenbelt to Downtown NYC. The task hierarchy is displayed as a tree (see 
Figure 1) with a root idicating the top-level task, called the initial task. Tasks 
that are ot decomposable are called priitive. The others are called compound 
Given a task hierarchy, The ordering (<) ad hierarchical (A) relat ios i duce 
a hierarchical ordering relatio ( < A ) as follows: ive two tasks £1 ad £, the 
ordering relatio £1 <A £2 holds iff: 
£1 < holds, or 
there are acestors 1' of £1 i T a ' of £ T, w.r.t. A, such that 
1' < £2', £1 < £2', or £1' < £2 holds. 
F i u r e 1, Travel intra-city fro Greenbelt
 A Travel-segent fro Union 
Station to Penn Station holds because Travel inter-city fro Washington DC 
to NYC is a ancestor of Travel-segent fro Union Station to Penn Station 
d Travel intra-city from reenbelt Travel inter-ciy fro Washington DC to 
NYC holds. 
Give a task hierarchy (T, <, A), its concrete plan, or simply plan, is a pair 
{Tactiom <A), where Taction is the set of all primitive tasks i T. For example, 
the cocrete pla associated with the task hierarchy show i Figure 1 consists 
of four steps: 
1. travel by taxi from Greenbelt to the Greenbelt Metro Statio 
. take the Metro to U i o n Statio 
. take the train to Penn Statio i NYC, a 
. take a taxi from Penn Statio to downtow NYC. 
ierarchical task etwor TN) plannng proceeds by decomposing give 
task into simpler tasks. A doain theory dicates how tasks are to be decom-
posed; we will detail this i Sectio 4. A state is a set of round atoms that 
denote k o w n true facts. A planning problem is a triple (t,S,D), where t is as 
task, S is a state and D is a domai theory, t becomes the i i t i a l task of the 
resulting task hierarchy. 
Integrating ca retriev ith lan genrat ion 
This sectio ntroduces a ovel approach for interleaving case retrieval and pla 
eratio a decisio support context. The first two subsectios describe the 
dividual modules, while the third describes their interat io 
4.1 SHOP: A simple hierarchical ordered planner 
S O P (Nau et al., 1999) is a domai- indepede TN planner that plan for 
tasks i the order that they will be executed. SHOP has bee shown to be several 
orders of magnitude faster tha some well-kown AI plannng systems. 
SHOP applies a domai theory, cosisting of methods ad operators, to g 
erate p l a s . A method is a expression of the form M = (h,P,ST), where h, 
(the method' head) is a compound task, P is a set of preconditions, ad ST 
is the set of M's (childre) subtasks. M is applicable to a task t, relative to a 
state S, iff matches(/i, t, S) (ie., h and t have the same predicate and arity, ad 
a consistent set of bidings 0 exists that maps variables to values such that all 
terms i h match their correspoding g r o u d terms i t) ad the precoditio 
P are satisfied i S (ie., there exists a cosistent extesio of 0, amed 0' 
such that VpGP{p0'e5}), i which case Mt, S) = ST& 
Figure 2(a) displays a example method that defines how to move betwee 
two locatios. The precoditions for applying this method indicate that the cities 
n these locatio must have train stations. The subtasks are to travel to the trai 
s t a t i o , travel between the two train s ta t ios , ad then travel to the final loca-
t i o . (SHOP always assume a total order betwee the subtasks; the subtasks are 
planned in the order that they are listed i the method.) This was the method 
applied to the compound task travel from Greenbelt to Downtown NYC i Fi 
ure 1. This task is represented nternally as travel(Greenbelt,DowntownNYC) 
The variable b id ing for the parent task of this method were { llocFrom — 
Greenbelt, llocTo —>• DowntownNYC}. 
An operator is an expression of the form O = (h,A,D), where h (the opera-
tor's head) is a primitive task, and A nd D are the so-called add- and delete-lists. 
These lists defie how the operator's applicatio transforms the current state S: 
every element i the add-list is added to S ad every element in the delete-list 
is removed from S. A operator O is applicable to a task t, relative to a state 5, 
iff matches(/i, t, S). 
Head: 
travel(?locFrom, locTo 
onitions: 
in(?locFrom, ?cityl) 
in(?locTo, ?ity2) 
trainStatiC?stat tyl) 
trainStat(?stat ty2) 
Subtasks: 
travelC(?locFrom, tstatl) 
travelIC(?stationl r!stat2) 
travelC(?stati locTo 
Head: 
travelC(PnnSt DowtownNY 
Qustions: 
Is it raining hard in NYC? : No 
Is the traveler carrying luggage? 
Subtasks: 
taketax nnSt DowtownNY 
Fig. 2. (a) Example of a method in the personal travel domain. Terms beginning with 
a question mark denote variables, (b) Case from the travel domain. 
SHOP Planning Algorithm. At any point during the plannng process, SHOP is 
decomposing a task hierarchy (T, <, A) relative to a state S. The initial task is 
the focus of the current problem [t, S, D). Leaves i the task hierarchy are either 
decomposable or not decomposable (ie., SHOP has o decomposition methods 
or applicable operators for t h e ) . S O P plans, using preorder traversal o the 
leaf tasks, as follows: 
1. If it ds a leaf task t that is primitive ad has a applicable operator O, 
then O is applied to t, ad S is updated as eeded. 
. Else if t is compound ad an applicable method M xists, the is applied, 
which expands t with M's subtasks. 
. Else if all of the leaves i the task hierarchy are primitive, this process 
termiates with a success. 
. Else, SHOP backtracks. 
4.2 aCoDAE/HTN: A conversational case retrieve 
NaCoDAE/HTN is a extesio of the NaCoDAE conversatioal case retriever 
(Aha & Breslow, 199) that ca be used to suggest task decompositios. A case 
is an xpressio of the form C (h, QA, ST), where h is the case's head (ie., a 
task), QA is a list of ( q u e s t i o s w e r ) pairs, ad ST is a set of subtasks. 
Users interact with NaCoDAE/HTN in conversations, which begin whe the 
user selects a task t. N a C o D A E / T N respods by displaying the top-ranked 
cases whose heads are equal to t. Cases are r a k e d according to their similarit 
to the current state S, which is the state that exists at that time during the con 
versat io. Similarity is computed by comparing the contents of the current state 
with a case' quest io-aswer pairs. (That is, each quest io-aswer pair is repre-
sented as a moad ic predicate i 5, ad similarity for a give (questio,nswer) 
pair becomes a membership test i S.) NaCoDAE/HTN also displays questios, 
whose answers are not k o w n i S, r a k e d according to their frequency among 
the top-raked cases. The user ca select and nswer (with a) any displayed 
question q, which i se r t s {a) into S. This state change subsequently modifies 
the case and questio rakings. A conversatio ds when the user selects a case 
C, at which time t is decomposed into ST (ie., C's subtasks). 
Figure 2(b) displays an example case from the personal travel doma i . A 
perso traveled by taxi between Penn Station ad downtown because it was ot 
r a i n g and the traveler has luggge. I Figure 1, this was the case applied to 
decompose the task Travel-segent fro Penn Station to Downtown NYC (i 
ternally represented as travelC(PennSt,DowntownNYC)) into NYP DOWN 
NY taxi interally represented as take(taxiPennStDowntownNYC)). 
NaCoDAE/HTN Case-Based Planning lgorithm. As with the SHOP generative 
planner, NaCoDAE/HTN refies task hierarchies. When give a task t to r e f e , 
NaCoDAE/HTN uses t as a i d e x for i i t i a l case retrieval and coducts a 
interactive conversation, which nds whe the user selects a case C, which is 
the used to decompose t into ST (ie., C's subtasks). 
4.3 The SiN integrat ion 
OP's methods ad NaCoDAE's TN cases are similar i that they indicate 
how to decompose a task into subtasks. Their main difference is that a method' 
precoditions must always be satisfied in the current state, which eed ot be 
true for a case's (q,a) pairs (ie., cases support partial matching). Also, a user 
can select ad apply a case's task decompositio even whe some of its question 
have ot been swered. The decision to apply a case is the user's responsibility. 
This differece ca be illustrated with the example method ad case show 
respectively in F iures 2(a) ad 2(b). In the method, one can ly use a trai 
if there is a trai statio i both locatios. However, the case ca be applied 
(ie., use the taxi) eve if it is sunny or the traveler is ot carrying substantial 
luggge. 
A single ( c u r r e ) state S is maintaied i SiN that is accessible to ad up-
datable by both SHOP d NaCoDAE/HTN. Answers give by the user during 
an interaction with NaCoDAE/HTN are added to S (ie., each questio has a 
translatio into a first-order predicate). Changes that occur by applying HOP' 
operators are also reflected i S. 
Both SHOP ad NaCoDAE/HTN assist SiN with refning task hierarchies. 
At any point of time, one of these is i control ad is focusing n a compoud, 
leaf task t to decompose. SiN proceeds as follows: 
1. If S O P is i control ad ca decompose t, it does so. If S O P cannot 
decompose t, ad if t ca be decomposed by NaCoDAE/HTN, SHOP cedes 
control to NaCoDAE/HTN. 
If N a C o D A E / T N is i control and ca decompose t, it does so. If Na-
CoDAE/HTN cannot decompose t, ad t can be decomposed by HOP, 
NaCoDAE/HTN cedes control to SHOP. 
If neither SHOP or NaCoDAE/HTN can decompose t, S O P will back-
track, if possible. If backtracking is impossible (for example, because t is the 
itial task), this planning process is interrupted and a failure is re tured . 
By continuing this way, ad assuming that the process is not interrupted 
with a failure, SiN will eventually yield a task hierarchy i which all leaves are 
primitive tasks. Typically, this final task hierarchy contais decompositions ge 
erated by SHOP d others gnerated by NaCoDAE/HTN. The task hierarchy 
depicted i Figure 1 illustrates this situation; all interior odes (ie. odes that 
are neither the root or leaves) are erated by SHOP whereas all leaves are 
erated by NaCoDAE/HTN. 
Evluation 
As explaied i Sectio , planning algorithms comparable to SiN require a 
complete domai theory, a complete world state, or, as explaied in Sectio 52 
a much larger knowledge base. Therefore, empirical comparisos with these other 
planning algorithms would ot be particularly revealing; SiN is i a differet 
cateory of planners. 
Therefore, for this evaluatio, we focused o our claim that SiN's capabilities 
e x t e d those of its c o m p o n t alorithms. Our arguments rest o brief theoretical 
d empirical aalyses. Sectio 51 focuses o the simpler argument: comparing 
SiN with SHOP. Section 52 the compares SiN with NaCoDAE/HTN. 
5.1 Comparing SiN with SHOP 
Because SHOP is a g e r a t i v e planner, it requires a complete world state and do-
mai theory to solve a given planning problem. Otherwise, if oe of its methods 
requires world state informatio for testing its p recod i t io s , ad that iforma-
tio is uavailable, the it cannot be applied, and HOP will fail to erate 
a pla Furthermore, if it is ot given a complete domai theory, then it may 
ai fail whe it is u a b l e to nerate a decomposition for a ive task. 
In contrast, SiN does not require a complete world state ad domain theory; 
it uses NaCoDAE/HTN to incrementally collect world state i f o r m a t i o , and 
to provide decomposition suggestios for tasks that SHOP cannot decompose 
(i.e., because it lacks methods for those tasks). I regard to the world state, SiN 
uses NaCoDAE/HTN to elicit, from the user, o l y the world state iformatio it 
eeds to gnerate a certain pla I compariso, because the user d o e s ' t ow 
advace what informatio is necessary for SHOP to infer a p l a , they must 
code more iformatio about the world state that is required by SHOP to 
erate a pla 
Tabl 2. Queions used to define peonal tavel sa t 
Q u t i o n 
Is it raining hard? 
Is there any major accident or unusual event? 
What is the chance of large snow accumulation? 
How many passengers? 
Is there any luggage to check? 
Are any children or seniors involved? 
Is travel occuring on a holiday? Which? 
What is the starting day of the week for this tri 
P o s i b l wers 
/N 
Y/N 
High, moderate, low 
1, 2, 3, 3+ 
Y/N 
Y/N 
Holiday name, or No 
7 distinct answers 
5.2 Comparing SiN with aCoDAE/HT 
SiN's advantage vs. using ly N a C o D A E / T N is that, for domains requiring 
different plan for different world states, NaCoDAE/HTN will need significantly 
more cases to geera te the same space of p l a s as SiN. It is important for Na-
CoDAE/HTN to geera te the same space of plans as SiN because plan quality 
varies greatly with the selected d e p e d e t measure (s). We first provide empirical 
evidece for this claim, ad the focus o a theoretical justification 
The purpose of our experimental study was to investigate how the quality of 
the erated plans vary. Towards this goal, we developed a knowledge base and 
pla evaluator for a planning domai where the contents of the world state ca 
significantly impact choices during planning. Named the personal travel doain 
its p l a s cocer traveling from locations in Washingto, DC to downtow New 
York City (NYC). By encoding 7 t rasportat io methods ( nter- ad ntra-
city) and defining p l a s to have 3 segments, approximately 56 p l a s could be 
nerated. We defined states using the e i h t questios show Table 2. The 
owledge base cosists of 10 methods ad 1 operator for S O P ad 0 cases 
for NaCoDAE/HTN. Each p l a ' s task hierarchy was obta ied by applying 46 
methods, 35 operators (ie., the same oe repeatedly), and 35 cases. 
Our persoal travel pla evaluator can gnerate a different time duratio each 
time it is give a plan ad world state because of its deterministic executio 
For each r u , it outputs whether the pla succeeded a d , if so, the trip's duratio 
A plan fails when sement delays cause a late arrival for a segment requiring 
fixed time departure (e.g, a a i rp lae flight). For each segment, we applied a 
delay f c t i o that is i f l u e c e d by world state c o d i t i o s . For example, a fliht 
segment will i c u r a longer delay for higher chaces of large snow accumulation 
especially holidays (ie., high travel days). Segments are categorized into 
short, medium, ad long lengths, ad delays ca range from 0 up to 45 times a 
segment's anticipated dura t io ; smaller multiples are used for maximum delays 
for medium ( 5 ) ad long .5) duration segments. 
We selected te goals, correspoding to te pairs, each cosisting of a de-
parture locatio Washington, DC downtow NYC. For each goal, we 
g e r a t e d 10 r a d o m world states (ie., providing aswers to all 8 questios), 
thus yielding 100 total plannng problems. SiN was the used to erate a pla 
Table 3 Comparative r u l t s on the tave l domain. 
Algorithm 
100 plans 
Plans with highest s u c s rates 
Plans with lowet s u c c s rat 
Succss Rate 
70% 
92% 
45% 
Mean Duration 
9h45min (3hl4min) 
3h35min (3hl3min) 
7h40 (3h 7min) 
for each problem, ad each was executed 10 times by the pla evaluator. The 
first row of Table 3 displays the results. 
We examied the output of the evaluator ob ta ied for the 100 plans g e r -
ated. For each oal g1 we selected two p l a ; one for which the success rate was 
the h ihes t a another for which the success rate was the lowest. For each of 
the 10 goals, we selected the plans with highest ad lowest success rates and 
re-ran the evaluator, agai using the 10 r a d o m world states used previously. 
The results are displayed i rows 2 d 3 of Table 3, along with parenthesized 
s t a d a r d deviations. We observed a correlation betwee the success rate ad 
the dura t io . For the p l a s with highest success rate, the duratio icreases by 
almost 4 hours, or 39% over the mea computed over the 100 p l a s . For the 
plans with the lowest success rate, the duratio decreases by approximately 2 
hours, or 22% relative to the mea 
These results show that there is a large variatio the quality of the pla 
that potentially could be g e r a t e d by SiN i terms of the success rate a 
the dura t io . Because it is a interactive alorithm, SiN ca erate pla 
with widely different qualities according to a individual user' eeds by using 
NaCoDAE/HTN. Some users may want to infer p l a s that they t h i k will be 
successful, others may want to i f e r p l a s with lower duration, and yet others 
may want p l a s with both lower duratio d higher success rate. There are 
other measures of quality, including cost ad waiting time (ie., how long the 
traveler has to wait i the airport). We coclude from these experiments that, 
to provide a similar flexibility as in SiN, N a C o D A E / T N must erate pla 
from the same space. 
We ca approximate the number of cases that NaCoDAE/TN, working solo, 
would require to g e r a t e plan from the same space as SiN does by carefully 
alyzing each of S O P ' s methods for this domain. These methods are used for 
all interior branches in the task hierarchy generated by SiN; cases, ad the sole 
S O P operator, are used for task decompositios o l y at the bottom braches 
ie. , leading to leaves). Using the persoal travel domai , Table 4 shows the 
number of methods and cases required by SiN ad NaCoDAE/HTN, based o 
three domai characteristics. I summary, the number of methods required by 
SiN's SHOP module is constant, while the number of cases required by NaCo-
DAE/HTN to cover the same hierarchical decompositios as SHOP's methods 
increases quadratically with domai size. For example, with the current values 
of Ls = 10 ad L4 = 1, the number of cases required by NaCoDAE/HTN to 
encode SHOPs operators is 165. But this rises to 1248 whe Ls = 31 and La = 
Table 4. The number of SHOP methods or NaCoDAE/HTN cases required for the 
personal travel domain, where Ls is the number of starting locations, Ld is the number 
of destination locations, and is the number of possible plan segments 
r a c h ype 
I n r i 
Bo 
SiN 
SHOP 
10 
NaCoDAE/HTN 
N a C o D A E / 
0(L(L+L)) 
(ie., the n m b e r of start ad dest iat io locatios that are k o w by the pla 
evaluator). 
I summary, SiN effectively combies abstract ad experiential kowledge to 
p l a , where the abstract kowledge (SHOP's methods) refers to geeralizatio 
i planning space. This is a far more compact representatio tha using o l y 
experiential kowledg (i.e., cases), and is remiiscent of ( n - p l a n n n g ) systems 
that effectively combie rules and cases (e. Golding & Rosenbloom, 1991). 
Summary and relation to HICAP 
this paper we introduced SiN, a mixed-iitiative planner that interleaves case-
based and g e r a t i v e planning modules. We argued that this structure provides 
SiN with b e f i t s relative to its individual c o m p o n t s ; it relaxes its g e r a t i v e 
planner' eed for a complete world state and domai theory, ad it can signifi-
cantly reduce the mber of cases required by its conversatioal case retriever. 
Furthermore, SiN is applicable to decisio support tasks, ad we summarized its 
beefits vs. other integrated, case-based planners. 
SiN is a compoud module of HICAP, the pla authoring tool that previously 
did ot contai a nerative plannng module (Munoz-Avila et al 1999). I ad-
ditio to SiN's two modules, HICAPs other modules ic lude the TE nterface, 
the DecTS coflict resolution manager, ad a active delivery module for lesso 
lea red (Weber et al 2000). Future work o HICAP icludes incorporating 
lear ing apprentice for assisting with knowledge (ie., cases, methods, lessons) 
acquisitio, incorporating case-adaptatio capabilities, ad integrating it with a 
more sophisticated front-ed ( e . , SOFTools) for icremental planning 
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